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SUMMARY SPORTING REGULATIONS IAME SERIES NETHERLANDS-NK IAME – ROOKIE 
 
 In the 2023 Sporting Regulations, Rookies are generally referred to as first-year drivers; the 

starting point. 
 The IAME Mini Rookie class is designated as a starter class for first year IAME Mini drivers. 
 Provisions can be established for each class that apply specifically to that class. 
 Through this document we offer you all the details documented. 

 
IN GENERAL 

For all classes, if a driver participates in competitions during the season that are listed on the FIA 
Karting Calendar 2023 or on the RGMMC Group IAME Euro Series Calendar 2023, this driver may 
not participate in one of the Rookie classes/sub-classifications. 

 
CLASSES IAME MINI and IAME MINI ROOKIE 
 The IAME Mini Rookie class is considered a starter class for first year IAME Mini drivers. 
 The age and experience of the drivers are the starting points for placement in one of the two 

classes. 
 IAME Mini: from 10 to 11 years (year you turn 10 to year you turn 12). 

Where the 10-year-olds (and 9 years in the year you turn 10) have the free choice between the 
IAME Mini and IAME Mini Rookie classes. 

 IAME Mini Rookie: from 7 to 10 years (year you turn 10). 
Where the 10-year-olds (and 9 years in the year you turn 10) have the free choice between the 
IAME Mini and IAME Mini Rookie classes. 

 The first 10 classified drivers in the Final Standing IAME Mini Parilla National 2022, who wish to 
race in the 2023 season in the IAME Mini or IAME Mini Rookie class, regardless of age, must 
participate in the IAME Mini class. This rule can be deviated from on request, with the final 
decision being reserved to the organization. 

 The organization is authorized to determine whether a driver - regardless of age - should start in 
the IAME Mini or IAME Mini Rookie class, among other things based on the experience that this 
driver has gained in one of these classes or comparable classes in another championship. 

 If a driver, who has reached the age of 11 years, registers as a first-year IAME Mini driver to start 
in the IAME Mini Rookie class, the decision about this lies with the organization. 

 
CLASS IAME X30 JUNIOR and subclass IAME X30 JUNIOR ROOKIE 
 X30 Junior: from 12 to 15 years (year you turn 12 to year you turn 15). 
 Subclassement X30 Junior Rookie: first year drivers in this class. 

 
CLASS IAME X30 SENIOR 
 X30 Senior: from 14 to 29 years (year you turn 14 to year you turn 29). 
 Subclassement X30 Senior Rookie: first year drivers in this class. 


